
 Department of Molecular Biosciences,  
The Wenner-Gren Institute 
 
Agenda for PhD Board meeting – scheduled 2023-05-02, 11:00-12:00, 

F429  

Attendees: Isabella, Ashwathy, Simon, Sergei, Tatjana, Clàudia 

 

 

1. PhD Guide and meeting with Neus 

We agree that we should meet with Neus and show her the changes, to check that 

she agrees. We will all look at the shared document and set a deadline to have a 

look and adjust the last things: we will all check by the 16th of May and have a 

meeting with Neus after that.  

 

2. Change of Head of Research Subjects and reforms 

Kristina does not agree with crediting more than one ‘in-house presentation’ per 

semester. We think it’s ok, if MOSS, PhD day and MBW day are counted separately 

– so this rule should apply to presentations given only to the group: those will only 

give one credit per semester. We shall meet with her and ask her to join the next 

PhD council meeting 

 

3. Event in summer 

We have to use the money we got before the summer. We will organize a simple 

event, since we cannot rent gröna villan. Maybe combine it with the pub? So that 

drinks can also be acquired. Preliminary date is still June 16th, but we will send a 

poll in the PhD Whatsapp group asking about possibilities. The idea is to limit it to 

PhD students, but other people are welcome if they want to join. 

 

4. Other matters 

We need to organize another PhD council meeting before the summer – the one 

where Kristina Jonas will join as well. We will make a doodle to decide on the date 

Next MOSS Ashwathy will introduce the speakers and send the reminder.  

Isabella has asked about the statistics course to the BioResearch school, but they 

have not come back to her. She will follow up on that. 


